WSCAD MIGRATION CHECKUP
PLAN SYSTEM CHANGE PROFESSIONALLY

MIGRATION
CHEC UP
The introduction to a new electrical CAD system usually means effort and
uncertainty. At the same time, however, it is also a unique opportunity to put the
existing system to test and to throw ballast overboard. To ensure that everything
runs smoothly and that you can make the best possible use of your new electrical
CAD system, we recommend carrying out a Migration Check-up. It allows you to
prepare for any scenario professionally and systematically.
Take the shortcut
Based on best practice and over 30 years of experience, we ensure that nothing
is left to chance and that the changeover to your new WSCAD software runs as
smoothly as possible.






Do you already have a clear idea of your engineering strategy for the next few
years in mind?
How can your new WSCAD solution be integrated into your development and
IT environment?
Which data and plans should be migrated to the new system?

Become more efficient
We put existing processes to the test, record the current status, analyse your development and design processes. Possible weak points are outlined and recommendations for action are drawn up.





How high is the complexity and the degree of standardization of your
product portfolio?
How dynamic, consistent and transparent are your processes?
Do you use your possibilities to automate recurring activities?

It quickly becomes apparent, where, and why methodologies should be modified
and where processes can be designed more consistently. Hidden potential in the
overall processes become immediately visible – from sales to purchasing and
development to production.
Look into the future successfully




The WSCAD Migration Check-up
scans the entire engineering process
individually and in detail
using a procedure that has been proven
in practice

How fast can you and your engineering process react to changes?
Does your engineering history inhibit or inspire you?
Is your electrical CAD solution evolving with your requirements?

Constantly changing requirements such as regulations and standards or customer- and product related changes must be implemented quickly and without
friction losses. This also applies to the electrical CAD solution: Functionality, data
quality, user experience, the IT environment in the company – everything should
be seamlessly interlinked and coordinated.

At a glance —
Migration Check-up

The Migration Check-up at a glance
 Mapping and optimization of existing processes as well as working and procedural methods
 Determination of the installation scenario (Client, Server, Citrix, SQL,
Filing structure)
 Optimal configuration of the WSCAD software for an efficient working procedure
 Structure of the projects and templates
 File paths (projects, symbols, article data, lexicon)
 Transfer of master data (symbol libraries, macros, article data,
lexicon)
 Individual adaption and revision of forms and standard sheets
 Delivery guidelines and construction manuals
 Transformation of existing projects from the foreign system
 Use of explorer and browser
 Sensible use of the available automation potential
Scope of work and cycle
 We estimate around half a day for preparation and telephone coordination.
 We review your circuit and fluid diagrams, P&ID and MSR schematics as well
as other documents such as your ISO certification, etc.
 Our consultants visit your premises for 2 days (online or on-site) and analyse
your design process
 With our vast experience and inclusion of best practices, we work out a procedure
 In coordination with you, we create meaningful recommendations for action as
well as a first project plan for the implementation of these recommendations
 Followed by a presentation of the results (online or on-site)
The Migration Check-up makes all our knowledge and our experience easily
accessible to you and thus lays the foundation for a smooth process. We are also
there for you after the implementation and support you, for example, with the
digitization service - the digitization of old paper plans and conversion of plans
from other E-CAD formats.

SMOOTH PROCESS AND A UNIQUE CHANCE
WSCAD‘s employees have gained practical experience over many years and have excellent
technical knowledge. Having carried out a large number of migrations, they know exactly what is important.
Use this potential to your advantage and see the changeover as an opportunity,
identify weaknesses and throw ballast overboard.
We will support you, we promise!

Interested?: Call us today!
+49 (0) 8131 3627-400
For more information please visit: www.wscad.com/en/gbs
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